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FFT-based spectral methods have developed as an efficient alternative for modelling the micromechanics [1, 2]. Motivated by their obvious computational advantages, in this work, we
propose their extension to interface modeling. The lack of interface elements in FFT methods
is remedied by treating interfaces as volumetric bands (interphases). To model the kinematics
of decohering interfaces, an eigen (damage) strain based approach is used. The fracture energy
associated with the decohesion is embedded into the evolution equations of the opening strains.
The softening character of these evolution equation causes localisation of strain, which necessitates the use of nonlocal approaches to regularise the strains uniformly within the band. We
explore the implementation of two nonlocal approaches: gradient based damage [3] and integral
averaging based damage [4]. Since the damage strains here model interfacial physics only, the
integral equation for the former approach and the differential equation for the latter approach
have to be solved on the interphase subdomain only. For the gradient damage based approach
this is particularly challenging in a FFT setup due to the periodic shape functions. We use a
contrast in the coefficients of the differential equation to mimic flux-free boundary conditions at
the edges of the interphases. Both approaches are compared based on their ability to provide accurate scaling of fracture energy, kinematics and ease of implementation. Finally, an application
a polycrystalline case in a crystal plasticity setup is also shown.
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